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Abstract — Distributed routing algorithms presented in
the literature have tended to be specific to a particular network
topology. In order to test the applicability of various routing
strategies to arbitrary topologies, this paper presents a classification framework for distributed routing algorithms. Using
this framework, ideas previously presented in a topologyspecific context may be applied to new networks. More importantly, however, the classification of distributed routing strategies suggests new areas for investigation: generalizing existing techniques, and examining interactions between techniques.
We present some results of such work: improved routing algorithms for hypercubes, torus networks, and star graphs.

Introduction
An interconnection network links the processing nodes
in a parallel processor. This paper studies directly-connected
networks, whose nodes contain a processing element, memory,
and a switch. Data transfers between two nodes are routed
along a multi-link path from the source node to the destination
node. The efficiency and flexibility of this routing function are
central to the performance of the parallel processor.
Communication of synchronous permutation requests is
assumed to take place via circuit-switched connections. During
every communication cycle processors exchange data, with the
(source, destination) pairs forming a bijection between the set
of processors and itself. This model idealizes the behaviour of
a SIMD system (e.g., the Connection Machine [1]) fetching data
which have been skewed to randomize placement and avoid
conflicts. Although permutation requests present a worst-case
scenario, effective routing of simultaneous circuits is crucial in
systems having less stringent communication patterns, such as
the Intel iPSC/2 which uses wormhole routing [2].
The communication cycle is logically divided into a
circuit-setup phase followed by a data-transfer phase. During
the circuit-setup phase, N dedicated circuits (for N processors)
must be created simultaneously, to satisfy the permutation
request. Since all processors in a SIMD system wait until each
processor has received its data before continuing the computation, system performance is closely tied to the network’s permutation capability (pc)—the fraction of the N! possible permutation requests which are satisfiable. Networks are dilated
(modelled as l lines for each link, such that each incoming line
can be switched to any outgoing line) in this paper to increase
permutation capability to comparable levels.
This paper discusses distributed routing, where a small
amount of header information is sent preceding the actual data.
The header is used (and possibly modified) as each node of the
circuit is created, to determine the direction in which to
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propagate the circuit. The availability of the links connected to
the node, at the current time in the circuit-setup phase, may
also be used to choose the propagation direction. This definition of distributed routing assumes that the circuit-setup phase
is subdivided into a subcycle for each link added to the circuits
being created, for a total of k subcycles if the diameter of the
network, under the given routing algorithm, is k.
Distributing the routing function is detrimental to network performance, since conflicts may occur when two or
more circuits are to be routed on the same link. The second
section of this paper reviews some of the strategies that have
been proposed for avoiding conflicts. These have been
presented in the context of specific network topologies,
although the ideas can typically be used for any topology. To
this end, the third section presents a topology-independent
framework for classifying these distributed routing algorithms.
This framework defines the space of synchronous distributed
routing algorithms, which is then explored for three network
topologies: hypercubes, star graphs [3, 4], and torus graphs [5].

A Plethora of Routing Strategies
The basis of any routing strategy is an algorithm for
finding circuits from a given source node to a given destination
node. Ngai and Seitz [6] classify such source-to-destination
routing algorithms as either minimal or non-minimal; under a
minimal algorithm the diameter of the graph is equal to the
inherent graph diameter, whereas a non-minimal algorithm
could produce circuits longer than the graph diameter.
Ngai and Seitz further classify distributed routing algorithms as adaptive or oblivious, depending on whether the algorithm attempts to recover from conflicts or not. An oblivious
algorithm determines a single route from source to destination
based only on the addresses of these nodes. On the other hand,
an adaptive algorithm uses the availability of links to choose an
alternate route in the event of a conflict.
The simplest hypercube routing algorithms determine a
route based only on the bits of the source and destination node
addresses; typically the address bits are scanned from least- to
most-significant. This oblivious hypercube routing is in contrast to the algorithms presented by Szymanski [7], which
modify the bit-scanning order when a conflict occurs.
Another possible ordering for outgoing links is
presented in the context of mesh-connected networks by Badr
and Podar [8]. Their algorithm fixes the order in which links
are taken, but the order is dependent on the relative locations of
the source and destination nodes. It is not clear whether this
technique is applicable to other topologies.
A final conflict-resolution strategy, discussed by Szymanski [7], prioritizes the circuits involved in the conflict, to
choose which circuit uses the link involved in the conflict.
Two priority schemes are investigated: either a) a single circuit
is arbitrarily chosen; or b) the circuit that is “closest to
finishing” takes priority.

Classifying Distributed Routing Algorithms
The sampler of routing strategies presented in the previous section gives an indication of the breadth of the
distributed-routing-algorithm space. To classify the algorithms
in this space, five primary attributes of a distributed routing
algorithm are described: its source-to-destination routing algorithm, local information usage, link ordering system, gap distribution, and propagation priority scheme.
_Source-to-Destination
_________________________________
Routing Algorithm
A source-to-destination routing algorithm finds one or
more paths between a source node and a destination node. The
advantages of minimal algorithms are, firstly, that circuits of
minimum length achieve the lowest data-transfer latency—
recall that in a SIMD machine, this can directly affect cycle
time. Secondly, minimum-length circuits use the fewest links
in the network, thereby leaving the greatest number of links
available for use by other circuits. The advantage of nonminimal algorithms is that they may be more flexible, since
more source-to-destination paths may exist.
The multiplicity of paths determined by the source-todestination routing algorithm directly influences the distributed
routing algorithm’s ability to work around conflicts which
occur. Typically, the algorithm finds multiple paths by specifying that two or more links may be followed from a given
intermediate node in the path. Each of these links may in turn
lead to multiple alternate paths, thereby giving the routing
algorithm alternatives in the event of a conflict.
_Local
___________________
Information Usage
It was noted above that the distinction between the
adaptive and oblivious algorithm classes of [6] lay in the adaptive algorithms’ use of information about the availability of a
node’s outgoing links. The definition of distributed routing
given in the introduction allows a routing algorithm to use two
sources of information: header information and local link (or
line) availability information. The source-to-destination routing algorithm typically uses the former; a description of an
algorithm’s use of the latter generalizes the simple
adaptive/oblivious distinction.
Adaptive routing algorithms are more precisely classified as follows. With a dilation factor of one line per link, the
link is either available or not. When higher dilations are used,
however, the routing algorithm can make decisions based on
“how available” a link is—that is, how many lines have been
used. For example, with a dilation of one, a routing algorithm
would typically choose any other suitable, available link when
a conflict occurs. With greater dilations, the algorithm could
choose the suitable link with the lowest number of already-used
lines, thereby balancing the usage of lines and hopefully avoiding future conflicts. Such an algorithm, which makes use of
line availability information, is said to have balancing local
information usage; an algorithm is termed adaptive if it only
makes use of link availability information.
__________________
Link Ordering System
Szymanski’s bit-scanning orders [7] and Badr’s ordering of outgoing links [8], reviewed in the previous section, are
specific link ordering systems. Define an eligible link for a
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circuit which has so far been propagated to a given node as an
outgoing link which is on one of the paths to the destination, as
determined by the source-to-destination routing algorithm. The
link ordering system determines the order that links are
scanned to find a) an eligible link (in the case of an oblivious
algorithm), or b) an eligible and available link (adaptive), or c)
an eligible link with minimal line usage (balancing).
Most graph topologies have an inherent ordering of the
links emanating from each node. The links in the hypercube,
for example, correspond to the bits in the node address, so they
are naturally ordered from least to most significant, or vice
versa. This ordering, or any fixed permutation of it, is called a
fixed link ordering system. When the ordering depends on the
current and destination nodes, as in [8], the routing algorithm is
said to have route-specific link ordering.
_Gap
_____________
Distribution
The circuit-setup phase of the communication cycle
consists of a subcycle for each link added to the circuits being
created—k subcycles for a network/source-to-destination routing algorithm of diameter k. For any (source, destination) pair
for which the routing algorithm produces paths of length less
than k, there will be subcycles during which the circuit will not
be propagated. The distribution of these gaps can improve
considerably the algorithm’s ability to avoid conflicts.
If the circuit-setup phase propagates each circuit in
every subcycle until its destination has been reached, then idle
subcycles are grouped at the end of the circuit-setup phase.
This is referred to as the end gap distribution. Similarly, the
routing algorithm can hold off setting up a circuit until the
number of remaining subcycles equals the circuit length; this is
the beginning gap distribution.
Gap distributions in which the idle subcycles are
dispersed throughout the setup phase are also possible. There
will be k − len gaps if the length of the circuit is len. In some
topologies, a gap distribution arises naturally from the network
definition and the source and destination node addresses. In a
hypercube, for example, each bit position in a node’s address
corresponds to a dimension in the cube. A path must traverse
those dimensions in which the source and destination are at different positions. A natural gap distribution for the hypercube
is then one in which gaps correspond to bits that are the same
in the source and destination addresses.
Propagation
_ ______________________
Priority Scheme
The priority schemes of Szymanski [7] for resolving
conflicts in hypercube routing may be generalized for arbitrary
topologies. The circuits to be propagated by a given node are
prioritized to determine which circuit is propagated on the line
for which there is conflict.
If no priority scheme is used, an arbitrary circuit is
chosen to be propagated on the disputed line—this is referred
to as the arbitrary priority scheme.
The intention of prioritizing circuits is to give higher
priority to circuits with fewer options, so that circuits with
many eligible outgoing links do not use a link which is crucial
to another circuit. This is the motivation for Szymanski’s
“closest-to-finishing” priority scheme—circuits which are
closer to their destinations generally have fewer options as to
the direction in which they may be propagated. In order to

emphasize that priority is given to circuits with fewer options,
this priority scheme is termed shortest-remaining-distance
(SRD) priority in this paper.
More direct approaches present themselves for giving
priority to circuits with fewer options. Fewest-eligible-links
(FEL) gives priority to circuits with the fewest eligible outgoing
links. Analogously, availability of lines can be used, giving the
fewest-available-lines (FAL) priority scheme, where it is understood that “available” means eligible and available.

Routing on Hypercubes, Star Graphs, and Tori
Distributed routing on three families of network topologies is discussed in this section, based on the framework
presented in the previous section. Hypercubes, star graphs, and
torus graphs are all vertex transitive topologies which scale in
size based on a parameter which will be denoted n in this paper
(as in the n-dimensional hypercube); networks ranging in size
from tens to thousands of processors are examined. A vertextransitive network permits implementation with identical
nodes—that is, nodes with identical processors and memory, as
well as identical switches and routing logic. All communication links are assumed to be bidirectional. The number of
nodes in a given network is denoted N.

shown for oblivious, adaptive and balancing routing algorithms. Two groups of data are shown, labelled SMALL and
LARGE, and corresponding to 6- and 14-cubes with 64 and
16384 nodes, respectively. Data for two similarly-sized networks are shown for all routing algorithm comparisons in this
paper, as the effect of some factors on performance is dependent on the network size.
Much lower dilations are necessary when more use is
made of local information. On the hypercube, performance of
the adaptive algorithm is significantly better than the oblivious
algorithm, and even more improvement is seen between the
adaptive and balancing algorithms. These large improvements
are due to the multiple eligible links available to circuits more
than a single link away from their destinations.
Gap distribution appears to play a more minor role in
the performance of hypercube routing algorithms, as can be
seen in Figure 2. Performance is worst with the beginning gap
distribution, and closer study of the routing algorithm under
execution reveals a general principle which explains this
phenomenon: short circuits must take priority over long circuits, since they have fewer eligible links. Leaving all routing
gaps at the beginning of the setup phase violates this “short
circuit” principle, since the shortest circuits have the most gaps,
and therefore wait the longest.

_Routing
________________________
on Hypercube Graphs
An extremely simple, minimal, source-to-destination
routing algorithm exists for the binary n-cube. To route from
node i to node j, the bits of i which are different from those of
j are changed, traversing a link with each bit changed, until j is
reached. Since each node has links corresponding to each of
the n bit positions, any bit can be changed at any step in the
route; thus, the number of eligible links at each step equals the
distance from the destination.
In order to evaluate the effects of local information
usage on hypercube routing algorithms, routing a random sample of permutation requests was simulated to stochastically estimate permutation capability. Evaluating the satisfiability of all
N! permutation requests is not feasible, but sample size was
adjusted to keep 95% confidence intervals within about 2%.
Since SIMD networks are studied here, each network was simulated at increasing dilations until a reasonably high permutation
capability—at least 80%—was obtained. These (dilation, pc)
data were fitted to a curve, and the dilation required to achieve
pc of 80% was interpolated. Thus, routing algorithm performance is measured by dilation, where lower dilation implies
higher performance.
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The natural and end gap distributions perform approximately equally. Natural gaps have the advantage of increasing
the synchronicity of circuit propagation through the n dimensions of the cube; if circuits use only dimension i links in subcycle i, then each subcycle’s links will be available when
required. End gaps have the advantage of routing short circuits
immediately, whereas a circuit of length one which only has to
traverse the last dimension will not be routed until the last subcycle using natural gaps. It appears that these advantages of
the natural and end gap distributions have approximately equal
effects, resulting in their similar performance.
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Figure 1. Effect of Local Information Usage on Hypercube Routing.

Figure 1 indicates the effect that local information
usage has on the performance of hypercube routing algorithms.
The horizontal axis on each bar chart is dilation; bars are
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Figure 2. Effect of Gap Distribution on Hypercube Routing.
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Figure 3. Effect of Propagation Priority Scheme on Hypercube Routing.

Figure 3 shows the effect of priority schemes on hypercube routing algorithm performance. The FEL and SRD priority
schemes are equivalent on the hypercube since remaining distance and number of eligible links are equal, so only the latter
is plotted in Figure 3. SRD priority, which is motivated by the

short circuit principle, shows a small performance improvement over arbitrary priority, a result which agrees with those of
Szymanski. The FAL priority scheme does not show a significant improvement over SRD priority.
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Figure 4. Effect of Gap Distribution under SRD Priority on Hypercubes.

The results presented thus far in the discussion of
hypercube routing algorithms have not considered interactions
between the effects of various attributes. On the hypercube, an
interesting synergistic interaction occurs between the SRD propagation priority scheme and the natural gap distribution. Figure 4, showing the performance of the two most useful gap distributions under SRD priority, should be compared with the
results under arbitrary priority presented in Figure 2. Here,
performance is far superior with natural gaps. This is because
giving priority to shorter circuits compensates for the disadvantage of natural gaps, referred to earlier, that short circuits may
not be routed until late in the setup phase; this is not such a significant disadvantage under SRD priority, because if there is a
line left when the late-routing short circuit is to be propagated,
it will be allocated to the circuit.
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Figure 5. Probability of Blocking in 2-Dilated Hypercubes.

To evaluate more precisely the combined effects of SRD
priority and the natural gap distribution, simulations of
Szymanski’s performance measure—probability of blocking
(pb), the probability that a given circuit in a permutation
request experiences a conflict that cannot be resolved—were
performed. On 1-dilated hypercubes, results similar to
Szymanski’s were obtained for end gaps, arbitrary priority and
end gaps, SRD priority. The new natural gaps, SRD priority
algorithm performed slightly better. However, Figure 5 shows
that the advantages of the new algorithm are even more pronounced on 2-dilated hypercubes. The probability of blocking
for the new algorithm, shown with a solid curve, is very near
zero. This translates into even greater improvement in pc,
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since these quantities are related approximately, though quite
accurately, by pc = (1 − pb)N [9].
Routing on Star Graphs
___________________
Recently, it has been suggested that for large n, the
extreme complexity of the n×n switches and the large number
of links required by the n-cube outweigh the cube’s advantages
of simplicity and flexibility [3, 4, 5]. Accordingly, Akers and
Krishnamurthy [4] introduced the star graph topology as an
alternative network structure with lower degree.
An n-star graph connects N = n! vertices, where each
vertex is labelled with a permutation on n elements. Two vertices in a star graph are connected if the label of one node can
be converted to that of the other by exchanging the first element of the permutation with a single other element. Clearly,
the degree of the n-star graph is n − 1. Akers et al. [3] prove
that the diameter of the n-star is 3(n − 1)/2 ; thus, the degree
and diameter of the star graph grow sublogarithmically with N.
In [3], Akers et al. give a minimal source-to-destination
routing algorithm for the star graphs which offers multiple eligible links, although it can be shown that the number of such
links is always less than the distance to the destination, except
when the distance is 1. Routing on star graphs is equivalent to
sorting a permutation by exchanges (see [4]); the sorting notation is used in the following.
The hypercube’s property that the number of eligible
links for a circuit is equal to the distance to its destination
ensures that outgoing links lead to equal-sized sets of paths to
the destination node. Such is not the case with the star graph;
at a given step in the sorting process, some choices of which
exchange to make lead to greater numbers of eligible
exchanges at future steps. A simple and quite accurate heuristic for sorting a permutation x is as follows: If the first element
of x is not 1, then the exchange which puts this first element
into place yields the greatest number of eligible exchanges at
future steps, and the other eligible exchanges (at the current
step) yield approximately the same number of eligible links in
the future; if the first element of x is 1, then all of the eligible
exchanges yield about the same number of eligible links in
future steps. Thus, at some steps in some circuits, a particular
link is the most advantageous, so a route-specific link ordering
system should perform best on star graphs. This prediction is
borne out by Figure 6, in which the SMALL and LARGE networks are 5- and 7-star graphs with 120 and 5040 nodes,
respectively.
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Figure 6. Effect of Link Ordering System on Star Graph Routing.

_Routing
____________________
on Torus Graphs
Dally [5] asserts that cubes of higher radix and fewer
dimensions are more desirable than the binary n-cubes; he
focuses particularly on the family of square torus graphs,
which are n-ary 2-cubes. Tori have a mesh-connected structure

with wrap-around connections; in this paper, n = 2r for positive
integer r, so N = n 2 = 4r .
As suggested in [5], links in the torus network are taken
to be bidirectional, in order that locality of communication may
be exploited. The degree of the n-torus is then four, and the
diameter is easily seen to be n, since the greatest distance in
each dimension is n/2. The fact that the layout of the n-torus is
fixed independently of N is in sharp contrast to structures such
as the hypercube.
Each node in an n-torus is labelled with a 2-digit base-n
number giving its location in the mesh; the first digit is the horizontal coordinate, the second the vertical. A minimal route
from a node x1x2 to a node y1y2 moves either up (counting up
modulo n) or down (counting down modulo n) to match x1 and
y1, and either right (up modulo n) or left (down modulo n) to
match x2 and y2. The choice of direction is determined by
yi − xi ; if it is less than n/2 then the minimal direction is up or
right, and if greater than n/2 then a minimal route is down or
left. When yi − xi is exactly n/2, either direction is on a
minimal path. Thus, there are between one and four eligible
outgoing links when propagating a circuit through a torus.
As with the star graph, when routing in a torus some eligible links lead to greater numbers of eventual paths to the destination. Thus, a route-specific link ordering system will be
beneficial; a fact that is proved for mesh-connected networks
by Badr and Podar [8]. The essence of the algorithm given in
[8] is that once one of the address digits has been matched,
there is only a single, straight-line route to the destination, so
there is only a single eligible link to take at each step. Therefore, the algorithm attempts to put off matching either of the
address digits as long as possible, while still moving towards
them, by routing towards the diagonal of the mesh.
The same idea applies to the torus, although the situation is more complex since a circuit can be propagated in any
direction towards its destination, due to the existence of the
wrap-around links. There are only two levels in the link ordering, however; all of the eligible links at a node which are
advantageous (because they lead to more paths to the destination), are equally advantageous. Thus, the outgoing links at a
node are of three types: either they are advantageous, or eligible but not advantageous, or not eligible.
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Figure 7. Effect of Link Ordering System on Torus Graph Routing.

Figure 7 shows the effect of using a route-specific link
ordering system on the torus. The SMALL and LARGE networks have the same number of nodes as the corresponding
hypercubes; they are 8- and 128-torus graphs, respectively. For
both network sizes, the performance of the route-specific link
ordering algorithm is far superior.
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Conclusions
Distributed routing on synchronous, directly-connected
interconnection networks has been examined in this paper. A
framework for classifying routing algorithms was presented,
providing a basis for the application of new and existing routing strategies to arbitrary network topologies. The space of
routing algorithms described by this framework was then
explored for the hypercube, star graph, and torus topologies.
Balancing the utilization of lines in dilated networks
was shown to provide large performance improvements over
the simpler adaptive algorithms. The technique makes full use
of available local information at each node, and is applicable to
any network topology.
The distribution of gaps during circuit setup was shown
to affect the performance of routing algorithms substantially.
In particular, the new natural-gaps, shortest-remaining-distance
routing algorithm for hypercubes has performance far superior
to previously-reported algorithms.
Route-specific link ordering generalizes the technique
presented in [8] for routing in mesh-connected networks.
Improved routing algorithms for star graphs and tori were
developed using route-specific link ordering.
The unified framework presented in this paper provides
a fertile ground for the development of routing algorithms,
allowing existing strategies to be applied to new topologies,
and suggesting areas for the investigation of new strategies.
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